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The Mexican automobile manufacturing industry experienced
rapid sociopolitical change in the 1960s and 1970s as workers in several
firms overthrew entrenched labor leaders and instituted democratic
forms of union governance. These reform movements sought increased
participation by the rank and file in union affairs and heightened
worker control over different aspects of the production process. For
many workers, democratic unionism promised increased leadership re
sponsiveness in resolving workplace conflicts and more effective repre
sentation of worker interests in a changing industrial environment.
Specific measures of democratic unionism included the election of key
union officers and their accountability to members, regularly held gen
eral assemblies, an enhanced role for the general assembly in internal
decision making, procedural safeguards of workers' union rights, and
opportunities for the emergence of identifiable and relatively stable in
ternal opposition factions. By 1975 workers in five of the seven major
terminal firms (those manufacturing vehicles) had won control over the
selection of union leaders and other phases of internal union decision
making.

Worker challenges to incumbent leaders and established union
organizations resulted primarily from the structural transformation of
workplace relations in the automobile industry and the breakdown of
mechanisms of labor control. Rapid expansion of the automobile manu
facturing industry in the 1960s and 1970s produced major changes in
the labor relations context. Traditional Mexican unionism was often un
able to adapt to the problems posed by a larger work force and more
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conflictive workplace relations, and the breakdown of existing labor
controls permitted democratic reform movements to win power. Al
though attempts by internal opposition groups to oust entrenched local
union leaders did not always succeed, their emergence reflected the
structural changes that the rapid development of the automobile indus
try produced in the labor relations environment.

Worker challenges to established patterns of union organization
have long generated substantial interest. 1 Periods of concerted change
in working-class organization often reveal the strengths and weak
nesses of controls on worker participation, possibilities for new forms
of labor organization, and the more general character of state-labor rela
tions. Previous explanations of union democratization have focused
mainly on the internal organizational characteristics of labor unions and
the availability of formal or informal structures that permit opposition
groups to mobilize support and to contest control of union leadership. 2

Much of this literature assumes that opposition movements in unions
seek to realize the potential of formally democratic decision-making
procedures. But little attention has been devoted to structural changes
in workplace relations as a source of demands for increased worker
control over internal union decision making3 and the creation of demo
cratic forms of union governance in an authoritarian regime committed·,
to maintaining institutional controls on worker participation and labor
organization.

This essay will begin by evaluatiIlg prevailing interpretations of
union democratization in the Mexican automobile industry.4 Earlier
analyses of this topic have emphasized the importance of factors exter
nal to the workplace (including presidential labor policy, the strength or
weakness of state-level labor federations with which individual unions
were affiliated, and changes in automobile workers' economic welfare)
as sources of worker challenges to incumbent labor leaders and existing
patterns of union organization. Although such factors helped consoli
date democratic unionism in several cases, interpretations couched in
these terms offer an incomplete account of sociopolitical change in the
automobile industry. Thus the second section will provide an alterna
tive explanation that focuses on structural changes in workplace rela
tions resulting from the industry's rapid expansion in the 1960s and
1970s and the breakdown of traditional mechanisms of labor control.
Union democratization had diverse consequences for workers, includ
ing increased worker control over different aspects of the production
process, but this essay's main purpose is to explain the emergence of
democratic union governance in the automobile manufacturing indus
try. The conclusion will examine the implications of this analysis for
future developments in the automobile manufacturing industry and for
political liberalization in Mexico.
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CONTENDING EXPLANATIONS OF UNION DEMOCRATIZATION IN THE

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

The Mexican automobile industry was founded in the 1920s and
1930s, when several automobile firms established assembly operations
in the Mexico City area. The first to begin operations in Mexico as part
of an international expansion program or in response to tariff protec
tion offered to local assembly operations were Ford (in 1925), General
Motors (in 1937), and Fabricas Auto-Mex, a Mexican firm assembling
Chryslers (in 1938). By 1961 twelve firms were engaged in automobile
assembly, and seven other companies were importing assembled vehi
cles. At the time, however, no significant automobile manufacturing
was being performed in Mexico. The automobile manufacturing decree
published in 1962 thus marked a dramatic change in the industry.5 Be
tween 1965 and 1975, the automobile industry's share (including auto
parts) of gross domestic product in manufacturing rose from 3.6 per
cent to 6.9 percent (at constant 1960 prices). Over this same period, the
annual production of cars and trucks rose from 102,500 to 352,200.
Similarly, the value of automobile industry production rose at an aver
age rate of 15.5 percent per year between 1965 and 1974, faster than all
other economic activities except the petrochemical industry. 6 Seven
firms dominated the industry: Auto-Mex-Chrysler, Diesel Nacional
(DINA), Ford, General Motors, Nissan, Volkswagen, and Vehiculos Au
tomotores Mexicanos (VAM) .7

Automobile workers' unions in the vehicle manufacturing por
tion of the industry have historically formed part of the heterogeneous
federation-confederation system that includes the majority of organized
workers in Mexico. 8 All are enterprise-level unions, and those unions
established at Auto-Mex (1938), VAM (1946), DINA (1955), and Nissan
(1966) were initially affiliated with federations linked to the Confede
raci6n de Trabajadores de Mexico (CTM), the labor sector of the govern
ing Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRJ) and the country's most
important labor confederation. The original Ford union (1932) was affili
ated with the Federaci6n de Obreros del Distrito Federal (FODF) until
1936, then temporarily joined the Confederaci6n General de Trabaja
dores (CGT), and finally became part of the newly organized CTM in
1938. Similarly, the General Motors union (1936) was initially associated
with the CGT but shifted its affiliation to the Confederaci6n Revolu
cionaria de Obreros y Campesinos (CROC) when that organization was
formed in 1952. The Volkswagen union was also originally organized
within the CGT in the state of Mexico; its affiliation was transferred to
the CTM when Volkswagen began manufacturing operations in Puebla
in 1966.9

These links to federations and confederations often weighed
heavily on local unions, preventing members from selecting union lead-
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ers freely and circumscribing their actions in negotiations with manage
ment. For example, federation officials normally appointed local labor
leaders, who remained responsible to the state-level federation rather
than to the union membership and possessed a broad statutory au
thority that permitted the federation to retain close control over local
union affairs. Moreover, federation representatives were frequently re
sponsible for negotiating collective contracts with management. This
arrangement permitted little or no rank-and-file input into the bargain
ing process, and many workers complained that contract clauses cover
ing hiring, wage rates, and different aspects of the production process
disregarded worker interests and protected management prerogatives.
Only the General Motors union in the Federal District enjoyed both a
long democratic tradition and considerable organizational autonomy in
its relationship with the CROC, a result of its founder's commitment to
democratic decision-making structures and local union independence.

Once in control, democratic reform movements usually moved
quickly to redefine the character of local union ties to state or national
labor organizations. Between 1961 and 1975, three automobile workers'
unions broke their ties with major labor confederations (DINA in 1961,
Volkswagen in 1972, and Nissan in 1973), and a fourth substantially
redefined this relationship (Ford in 1975) in an effort to increase local
union autonomy. Only the VAM union, which shifted its affiliation to
the Confederaci6n Obrera Revolucionaria in 1973 after an internal
schism in the CTM's Federaci6n de Trabajadores del Distrito Federal
(FTDF), altered its external ties without experiencing a significant inter
nal democratization movement. Although the DINA, Volkswagen, and
Nissan unions subsequently joined the Unidad Obrera Independiente
(UOI) in order to increase their bargaining leverage vis-a-vis company
management, the character of such external linkages remained a source
of intense union debate. Table 1 summarizes these changes in the politi
cal status of automobile workers' unions between 1961 and 1975.

What factors explain the emergence of democratic reform move
ments in the automobile manufacturing industry?

Echeverria's Labor Policy

The most common explanation of union democratization in the
Mexican automobile industry emphasizes the impact of Echeverria's
"democratic opening" (apertura democrdtica) policy on labor opposition
movements. 10 Echeverria's call for a "national dialogue" and his more
flexible approach to political opposition were attempts to distance him
self politically from the conservative Diaz Ordaz administration (1964
1970) and his own role as Secretario de Gobernaci6n in violently sup
pressing the 1968 student and popular movement. In addition, his re-
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TAB L E 1 Political Status of Main Auto Workers' Unions, 1961-1975

Former New
Automobile Company Confederation Confederation Democratic

and Plant Sites Affiliation Affiliation Governance

Auto-Mex-Chrysler
Federal District CTM (1938) No change No
Toluca (Mexico) CTM (1968) No change No

Diesel Nacional
Ciudad Sahagun (Hidalgo) CTM (1955-1961) val (1961) Yes (1961)

Ford
Federal District CTM (1938) No change a Yes (1975)
Tlanepantla (Mexico) CTM (1962) No change a Yes (1975)
Cuautitlan (Mexico) CTM (1964) No change a Yes (1975)

General Motors
Federal District CROC (1952) No change Yes (1940s)
Toluca (Mexico) CTM (1965) No change No

Nissan
Cuernavaca (Morelos) CTM (1966-1973) val (1973) Yes (1971)

Vehiculos Automotores
Mexicanos
Federal District CTM (1946-1973) COR (1973)b No

Volkswagen
Puebla (Puebla) CTM (1966-1972) val (1972) Yes (1972)

Sources: These data are drawn from Javier Aguilar Garcia, La politica sindical en Mexico:
industria del autom6vil (Mexico City: Ediciones Era, 1982), 105-14; Kevin J. Middlebrook,
"The Political Economy of Mexican Organized Labor, 1940-1978," Ph.D. diss., Harvard
University, 1982, 251-52, 278-309; and Ian Roxborough, Unions and Politics in Mexico: The
Case of the Automobile Industry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 76-104.

Note: This table includes data only on plant sites and unions established as of 1975. Full
names of the unions listed are as follows: CTM, Confederaci6n de Trabajadores de
Mexico; CROC, Confederaci6n Revolucionaria de Obreros y Campesinos; UOI, Unidad
Obrera Independiente; and COR, Confederaci6n Obrera Revolucionaria.
aIn 1975 Ford workers were reorganized into a single union affiliated with the CTM.
bIn 1979 the VAM union reestablished ties with the CTM.

form initiatives sought to defuse an increasingly severe crisis of public
confidence in the established political and socioeconomic order, which
was manifested partly in declining rates of voter participation in elec
tions and in the rise of armed urban and rural guerrilla movements
between 1968 and 1971. Echeverria also recognized that Mexico's rapid
economic growth since 1940 had produced a very unequal pattern of
income distribution and growing discontent among workers, and his
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reform program emphasized a more favorable policy toward labor's po
litical and socioeconomic demands. 11

Two aspects of Echeverria's labor policy had important conse
quences for reformist elements in the automobile industry. First, he
used the state's union registration authority to facilitate legal recogni
tion of unions not affiliated with "official" labor confederations such as
the CTM. Earlier administrations had used this same power to block
internal opposition movements and to support "official" labor leaders'
control over rank-and-file members. In the early 1970s, however, the
Secretaria del Trabajo y Prevision Social frequently supported attempts
by dissident factions to win control of leadership positions in local
unions and to institute more democratic forms of internal governance.

Second, in an effort to defuse working-class discontent, Eche
verria acted to increase organizational and political competition in the
labor movement. He challenged the "official" labor movement's estab
lished position by openly criticizing Fidel Velazquez, the CTM's long
time secretary general, and by denying the CTM secure control over
forming and registering new unions. Simultaneously, Echeverria em
ployed the selective distribution of political and economic resources to
encourage the emergence of reformist labor groups not affiliated yvith
the Congreso del Trabajo (the "umbrella" body created in 1966 to unite
the labor movement). These opposition organizations frequently served
as allies available to dissident union factions seeking to break their af
filiation with confederations such as the CTM by offering them political
contacts, economic assistance, and an organizational framework for
mobilizing public support for union demands. The most important of
these groups were the electrical workers' Tendencia Democratica (TO), a
reformist movement within the Sindicato Unico de Trabajadores Electri
cistas de la Republica Mexicana; the Movimiento Sindical Ferrocarrilero
(MSF), an opposition group of railroad workers led by Demetrio Vallejo,
the main organizer of national railroad strikes in 1958-1959; the Frente
Autentico del Trabajo (FAT), a Christian Democratic labor organization;
and the Unidad Obrera Independiente (UOI), a loose coalition of "inde
pendent" unions coordinated by well-known labor lawyer Juan Ortega
Arenas. 12 Although Echeverria ended his attack on Velazquez after
1973, when growing inflationary pressures underlined the importance
of the CTM's political support, these dissident union groups continued
their organizational activities throughout Echeverria's presidency (1973
1976).

Presidential labor policy contributed to the emergence of demo-
cratic unionism in the Volkswagen and Nissan unions. 13 The involve
ment of opposition labor groups (Ortega Arenas in Volkswagen, Ortega
Arenas and the FAT in Nissan) encouraged nascent reform groups and
channeled worker dissatisfaction about established union practices into
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overt opposition to the CTM. But despite Echeverria's public criticism of
the CTM and Fidel Velazquez, no evidence exists that government labor
authorities actively fomented or encouraged such anti-CTM dissidence.
The Volkswagen and Nissan unions, however, encountered no official
opposition to the democratic election of new union leaders, their deci
sion to break ties with the CTM and join the Val, or their formal regis
tration as independent unions. The Echeverria administration's toler
ance of labor dissent was especially important in the Volkswagen case.
The CTM's state federation in Puebla actively protested the challenge to
its control once the threat of union independence became clear, but the
prevailing national political context prevented federation leaders from
pressuring government labor authorities to support their position.

Other automobile industry cases suggest nevertheless that presi
dential labor policy is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for
union democratization. In the DINA union, an internal reform move
ment won control in 1961 despite persistent opposition by both govern
ment labor authorities and national and state CTM leaders. In contrast,
Chrysler management and government officials defeated worker oppo
sition movements in 1969-70 and 1975 under two different presidents
(Diaz Ordaz and Echeverria) with sharply divergent labor policies. The
presence of as many as ten opposition political and labor groups in the
General Motors union (Federal District) in the early and mid-1970s con
tributed to internal political factionalism but had no other discernible
effect on the union's internal governing procedures or its ties to the
CROC. Similarly, neither the activities of the val and the FAT nor gov
ernment labor authorities had any apparent impact on the Ford union's
redefining its CTM ties in the mid-1970s. Nor is there any evidence that
Echeverria's "democratic opening" policy provoked internal opposition
movements in two other CTM-affiliated automobile workers' unions,
the VAM union in Mexico City and the General Motors union in Toluca.
Thus a more complete explanation of the pattern of labor change in the
automobile industry requires analyzing factors other than presidential
labor policy.

Variations in the Strength of State Labor Federations

A second explanation of union democratization in the automo
bile industry focuses on the relative strength or weakness of the state
level labor federations with which individual unions were affiliated. Ian
Roxborough has argued that where state federation leaders were politi
cally strong and attentive to rank-and-file concerns, plant-level democ
ratization movements either failed to emerge or were successfully de
feated by entrenched union leaders (often acting in consort with com
pany management). Conversely, where state labor federations were
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weak, democratic reform movements triumphed and frequently broke
established federation ties. 14

Some cases appear to fit this interpretation reasonably well. For
example, Roxborough presents convincing evidence that the CTM-affili
ated union at the General Motors plant in Toluca (Mexico) escaped the
wave of democratization movements sweeping the automobile industry
in the 1960s and 1970s by virtue of strong leadership in both the local
union and the state-level federation. Four brothers from a working-class
family dominated the CTM hierarchy in the state of Mexico in the
1970s. They all held important posts in CTM unions, state and local
government, or both. One brother led the state-level metalworkers'
union with which the General Motors union was affiliated, while an
other headed the General Motors union itself. IS This closely knit net
work of union and government authority may well have prevented the
emergence of internal rank-and-file opposition. Conversely, consider
able disarray in the CTM's state federation in Morelos may have al
lowed a pro-democracy movement to win control in the Nissan union
in Cuernavaca. 16

One problem with this interpretation, however, is that the emer
gence of an independent union is often accepted as prima facie evi
dence of a particular state federation's weakness. Roxborough offers no
specific evidence for his contention that the successful consolidation of
democratic, independent unionism in the DINA, Volkswagen, and Ford
unions was due to the weakness of, resgectively, the CTM's Hidalgo,
Puebla, and Federal District federations. 7 The state federations in Hi
dalgo and Puebla energetically resisted losing the large, economically
prosperous automobile workers' unions, and both the Puebla and Fed
eral District federations were led by experienced, politically influential
labor leaders. Indeed, the secretary general of the CTM's state federa
tion in Puebla, BIas Chumacero, was one of the most powerful labor
leaders in Mexico. He had been a confidant of Fidel Velazquez since the
1920s and had held more national political offices than any other Mexi
can labor leader. When preparing to expand manufacturing operations
in Puebla, Volkswagen management negotiated the transfer of its work
force's union affiliation from the CGT to the CTM specifically to ensure
that the strength of Chumacero's federation would prevent the out
break of labor unrest. 18 Management was quickly disappointed in this
regard, but this particular case suggests that the strength or weakness
of state-level labor federations cannot fully explain union democratiza
tion in the automobile industry.

Deteriorating Economic Conditions

The argument that deteriorating national economic conditions
and declining living standards for workers prompted labor opposition
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movements in the automobile manufacturing industry is the least con
vincing of the three explanations evaluated here. 19 Mexico entered a
brief recession in 1971, when the gross domestic product rose only 3.4
percent in real terms, compared to an average real annual increase of
6.9 percent between 1965 and 1970. But the real average annual growth
rate rebounded to 7.0 percent from 1972 to 1974, before falling to 4.1
percent in 1975 and 2.1 percent in 1976. The rate of inflation (consumer
price index) rose from an annual average of 5.1 percent between 1970
and 1972 to 12.1 percent in 1973, averaging 16.9 percent for the period
from 1973 to 1976.20 Uneven growth and the sudden upturn in inflation
thus ended the period of "stabiliZing development" (characterized by
high rates of economic growth and relative price stability) initiated in
the mid-1950s.

This turn of events, particularly rising inflation, may have given
rise to worker unrest in some sectors, but there is no evidence that
these developments adversely affected the general economic circum
stances of automobile workers. Total average worker remunerations
(wages plus fringe benefits) in the automobile manufacturing industry
rose from 42,900 pesos in 1970 to 77,100 pesos in 1976 (peso amounts at
nominal prices), an increase of 79.7 percent. 21 In the five vehicle manu
facturing firms for which complete data are available, average wage
increases between 1971 and 1976 (ranging from 14.1 percent in Diesel
Nacional to 23.3 percent in Volkswagen) exceeded the average annual
rate of inflation (13 percent), not including the nationwide "emergency"
wage increases implemented in 1973 (20 percent), 1974 (22 percent),
and 1976 (23 percent).22 Even if the national minimum wage is taken as
the relevant frame of reference, the available evidence suggests that the
Echeverria administration's nationwide emergency wage increases in
these three years successfully counterbalanced inflationary pressures

: and produced a 26.3 percent increase in the real national minimum
: wage between 1970 and 1976.23

Moreover, by the time national economic conditions began to
, worsen, reform movements had already triumphed in the DINA,
! Volkswagen, and Nissan unions. Only the Ford unions experienced
i substantial internal sociopolitical change after 1973. Thus while chang
i ing economic conditions and inflationary pressures may have shaped
. individual unions' negotiating positions and mobilizational strategies,

there is no reason to believe that such factors significantly influenced
the broader process of union democratization.

; A STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATION OF UNION DEMOCRATIZATION

Although the explanations evaluated here offer valuable insights
into the process of union democratization in the automobile manufac-
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TABLE 2 Grawth of Seven Major Automobile Manufacturing Firms, 1960-1975

Total Remunerations
Total Workers Remunerationsa per worker

Year Workers per firm (millions of pesos) (in pesos)

1960 5,610 801.4 148.1 26,399
1965 15,853 2264.7 441.6 2~855
1970 23,506 3358.0 1,130.5 48,094
1975 36,822 5260.3 3,475.0 94,372

Source: Author's calculations based on internal documents from the Asociacion
Mexicana de la Industria Automotriz.

Note: The seven firms measured are Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, Nissan, Vehiculos
Automotores Mexicanos, Volkswagen, and Diesel Nacional.
aWages, salaries, fringe benefits, and distributed profits (if any), in millions of pesos. All
financial amounts are listed in pesos at nominal prices, with 12.5 pesos equal to 1 U.S.
dollar from 1960 to 1975.

turing industry, they share two major limitations. First, these factors do
not adequately explain the great variation in the timing of such move
ments. Second, interpretations emphasizing the importance of contex
tual variables (such as presidential labor policy or national economic
conditions) cannot explain why, under similar conditions, democratic
reform movements emerged within some unions but not in others. It is
insufficient, however, to argue simply that a more complete under
standing of union democratization requires attention to the internal di
mensions of this process. Almost by definition, the emergence and con
solidation of democratic governance in a particular union are shaped by
a variety of highly specific circumstances. A parsimonious explanation
of this process must demonstrate that a pattern of internal change ex
ists across different cases and over time. This criterion is better met by
the structural interpretation presented here than by previous explana
tions of democratic change in the Mexican automobile industry.

Structural Changes in Workplace Relations

Characteristics of the automobile manufacturing industry as a
whole changed significantly as the industry shifted from assembly ac
tivities to manufacturing operations following the 1962 decree. Worker
concentrations increased from 403 to 903 workers per firm between 1960
and 1970. Invested capital per firm rose from 36.3 million pesos in 1960
to 205.6 million pesos in 1970, and invested capital per worker in
creased from 90,200 to 22~600 pesos over the same period (all peso
amounts at nominal values). Similarly, the value of total production
jumped from 96.8 million pesos per firm and 240,300 per worker in 1960
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TAB L E 3 Workers Employed by Seven Major Automobile Manufacturing Firms,
1960-1975

Firm 1960 1965 1970 1975

Chrysler 1,024 2,411 3,999 5,649
Diesel Nacional (DINA) 1,362 2,002 4,080 7,622
Ford 1,029 3,931 4,437 4,418
General Motors 1,480 4,330 4,325 4,991
Nissan 15 200 1,067 2,735
Vehiculos Automotores

Mexicanos (VAM) 450 1,158 1,982 1,892
Volkswagen 250 1,821 3,625 9,515

Source: Internal documents of the Asociaci6n Mexicana de la Industria Automotriz.

Note: These totals include both blue-collar and white-collar workers.

to 373.6 million pesos per firm and 413,700 per worker in 1970. Total
annual remuneration (wages, salaries, and fringe benefits) per worker
increased from 20,000 pesos in 1960 to 42,900 in 1970 (including profits
distributed under the 1963 profit-sharing law).24

These changes were especially pronounced in the seven leading
automobile manufacturing firms that are the focus of this essay. Be
tween 1960 and 1970, the average number of workers employed in
these firms rose from 801 to 3358; by 1975 this average was 5260 (see
table 2 and also table 3, which presents employment data for each
firm). The average worker's annual earnings rose from 26,400 pesos in
1960 to 48,100 in 1970; by 1975 average annual earnings had reached
94,400 pesos. Although there are no data available on the value of pro
duction at the firm level, the average number of vehicles (cars and
trucks up to 13,500 kilograms) produced by these seven firms rose from
14,193 per firm in 1965 to 50,098 per firm in 1975. The average number
of vehicles produced per worker rose from 6.3 in 1965 to 9.5 in 1975.25

Thus by 1970, the automobile manufacturing industry had be
come a highly capital-intensive manufacturing activity with large and
growing worker concentrations per firm and rising worker productivity.
These changes had three important consequences for workplace rela
tions and established mechanisms of labor control. First, sharply in
creased worker concentrations per firm posed special challenges for the
informal, paternalistic labor-relations arrangements that had long pre
vailed in the industry. Most labor-relations analysts agree that large
worker concentrations in manufacturing activities such as the automo
bile industry require institutionalized procedures for conflict resolution
that are capable of resolving the day-to-day grievances arising from a
complex, closely integrated production process. Paternalistic responses
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to workplace problems based on the supervisor's personal relationship
with the worker are no longer adequate in a modern manufacturing
environment. 26

Second, as manufacturing activities accelerated, automobile com
panies placed greater emphasis on controlling overall labor costs and
being able to move workers flexibly among different work areas in or
der to increase the efficiency of production processes. These issues
were particularly important to management because the Secretaria de
Industria y Comercio administered both production quotas and price
controls on finished vehicles between 1962 and 1977. Production quotas
were intended to preserve a minimum market share for firms with
Mexican capital, and price controls were designed to encourage firms to
control costs and achieve greater production efficiency.27 As a result,
the cost of wages and fringe benefits and control over disposition of the
work force within the workplace became central issues in bargaining
between labor and management. Union officials, in turn, came under
increased pressure to win larger economic benefits for workers and con
trol the sometimes arbitrary movement of workers on the plant floor.

Third, the transition to manufacturing activities produced new
workplace grievances and increased worker discontent with established
union organizations. Unlike "craft system" technologies (activities re
quiring that individual workers possess considerable traditional skill at
manipulating physical materials with tools, as in printing) and "con
tinuous process" technologies (activities characterized by automatic,
centralized control of an integrated production system, as in petroleum
refining), "mass production" industries such as automobile manufac
turing generally involve a high degree of repetitiveness in work tasks,
relatively unskilled and highly standardized work techniques, and con
siderable subdivision of the production process.28 The characteristics of
work in an automobile manufacturing plant tend to produce greater
worker alienation-particularly the reduced social interaction among
workers due to the noise level, the close attention required by the pace
of the assembly line, restricted physical activity, and reduced organiza
tional contact with all but immediate work supervisors. 29 The concerns
typically voiced by Mexican automobile workers, which focused on the
intensity and repetitiveness of assembly-line work, management disci
pline, and the need for enhanced job safety measures, conform closely
to this general characterization of work in mass-production industries.

Because labor leaders affiliated with the CTM were often closely
identified with company management, grievances arising from a more
conflictive industrial environment frequently produced worker de
mands for more democratic union representation. A review of the avail
able (albeit sometimes incomplete) evidence suggests broad similarities
across different automobile workers' unions in terms of worker com-
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plaints about local union leaders and their conduct of union business. 3D

The specific complaints typically voiced included such issues as leaders'
open collaboration with management to prevent rank-and-file protests;
failure to secure improved wages, fringe benefits, working conditions,
or restraints on the movement of workers on the plant floor; malfea
sance in the administration of union dues and strike funds; manipula
tion of general assemblies and elections; exploitation of temporary
workers (including the sale of job openings); the failure to increase em
ployment security; and the dismissal of workers advocating more asser
tive actions toward management or change in union representational
structures. For many workers, union democracy promised increased
union autonomy in negotiations with management, regular elections of
union officials by secret balloting, greater leadership accountability to
the rank and file, an expanded role for the general assembly in internal
union decision making, and effective procedures for resolving griev
ances that included departmental delegates distributed throughout the
workplace. In sum, although considerable importance was attached to
procedural issues such as effective member participation in union af
fairs through the general assembly, workers generally viewed union
democratization as a means of increasing their bargaining effectiveness
with management and resolving a wide range of problems in the work
place.

The Crisis of Traditional Unionism in the Automobile Industry

Structural changes in workplace relations in the automobile
manufacturing industry assumed particular importance in the context
of traditional labor-relations arrangements. The top-down orientation of
the "official" Mexican organized labor movement frequently results in a
crucial gap between labor leaders and workers. The traditional union
leader in Mexico is typically more intent on winning local, state, or
national political office than on attending to day-to-day problems in the
workplace. The arrangement that has been developed to address this
problem is the plant delegate system (delegado de planta). The delegado
de planta is an individual chosen by the labor-union leader to attend to
workers' daily concerns and avoid conflicts between labor and manage
ment at the local plant level in exchange for a share of union dues,
political rewards, or both. Plant delegates are rarely selected from regu
lar workers; instead, they are generally brought into a manufacturing
plant when it is founded. Their approach to labor-management rela
tions is highly personal and unstructured, and they vary considerably
in their skill and dedication in resolving workplace problems.

The plant delegate system was firmly entrenched in the Auto
Mex-Chrysler (Federal District) and Ford unions. In the case of Auto-
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Mex-Chrysler, the plant delegate also served continuously as union sec
retary general from 1942 until his death in 1965. Although a formal
union structure existed, actual decision-making authority and day-to
day responsibility for resolving workplace problems rested with the
plant delegate, who reported directly to the leader of Section 23 of the
Federaci6n de Trabajadores del Distrito Federal. 31 In the Ford unions,
labor-management relations in all three of Ford's separate manufactur
ing plants were handled by a single plant delegate. Although he was
not originally a Ford worker and never held union office, he maintained
close contact with (and control over) workers. The CTM's presence was
formally based on the requirement that federation section leaders (who
also held the post of secretary general in the two different Ford unions)
sign new collective contracts for each manufacturing plant. But the ef
fective basis of CTM control lay with the longtime plant delegate's
highly personalistic, but skillful, resolution of workplace problems and
his avoidance of internal opposition. The plant delegate thus served as
a crucial intermediary between Ford management and the CTM federa
tions until his death in 1975.32

Plant delegates also played an important role in the DINA,
Volkswagen, and Nissan unions, albeit for shorter periods of time.~'{In
the case of DINA, the same plant delegate was active from the union's
formation in 1955 until 1961. He shared responsibility with local union
officials for negotiating, signing, and administering collective work
agreements, and he was in charge of resolving day-to-day workplace
conflicts. 33 In both the Volkswagen and Nissan cases, the CTM's main
tie with the local union and workers was a plant delegate (who in both
cases also served as union secretary general) brought in by the leader of
the respective state labor federation to handle union affairs in newly
established manufacturing facilities. The Volkswagen plant delegate
was very successful at maintaining strict control over the rank and file
during the Puebla plant's first years of activity, but his Nissan counter
part was quite ineffective in resolving workplace grievances. His office
was located in the CTM state federation's headquarters in downtown
Cuernavaca rather than in the plant, and he failed to maintain close
supervision over daily developments in the workplace. 34

In all these cases, the breakdown of the plant delegate system
was followed by major rank-and-file challenges to established undemo
cratic patterns of union governance and the CTM's role in local union
affairs. 35 For example, several months after DINXs plant delegate left
Ciudad Sahagun in early 1961 for personal reasons, a protracted strug
gle for control over union affairs spiraled out of control as reformist
groups mobilized widespread worker support for an opposition candi
date when the incumbent secretary general attempted to win reelection
by fraudulent means, in apparent violation of an implicit internal agree-
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ment to rotate union offices among CTM loyalists on a regular basis.
Concerted efforts by state and national CTM leaders and government
labor officials to restore order (and to back the incumbent secretary
general's position) only fueled anti-CTM dissidence. By early 1962, a
new, democratically elected union leadership had successfully consoli
dated its position and ended the union's ties to the CTM.

In both Auto-Mex-Chrysler and Ford, the death of longtime
plant delegates opened traditional labor-relations arrangements to
worker challenges, although the crises were resolved quite differently
in the two cases. At Auto-Mex-Chrysler, the plant delegate's death in
1965 disrupted the established system of labor control just when the
company was undergoing a major expansion program, which culmi
nated with construction of a manufacturing plant in Toluca in 1968.
Open labor strife erupted in the union's Toluca section in late 1969 as
workers protested wages and working conditions that were consider
ably less favorable than those at the Mexico City plant. When Auto
Mex-Chrysler management dismissed the protest organizers, the dissi
dent movement rapidly expanded its focus to challenge a number of
corrupt union practices: the sale of plant employment openings for
union leaders' private gain, the questionable and undocumented use of
union dues, the union leadership's censorship of worker participation
in general assemblies, its open collaboration with management, and the
extensive use of one-day work contracts. In the end, however, forceful
and sustained opposition by CTM leaders, government labor officials,
and especially company management defeated the challenge from rank
and file, and Auto-Mex-Chrysler management imposed its chief pro
duction manager as union secretary general to ensure future labor
peace.

In contrast, the death of the Ford plants' delegate in 1975
sparked an internal reform process that resulted in unifying the three
Ford plants' labor forces into a single union and substantially increasing
the new union's organizational autonomy. The former plant delegate
had relied on a number of assistants at the different plant sites, but no
one of them could fill his position. Faced with a severe disruption in the
established system of labor relations and the possibility that the break
down of traditional unionism might lead to the emergence of a more
combative, "independent" union, Ford management moved quickly to
unify its work force into one union under a single, more easily adminis
tered collective contract. Simultaneously, CTM representatives and
management personnel responded to increasing rank and file pressures
by developing formal procedures for resolving grievances and a system
of section-level labor delegates elected by workers in different work
place divisions that could address the demands of a large industrial
labor force. In addition, after 1975 the union was linked directly to the
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CTM rather than affiliated with the national organization through fed
erations. The result was a significant increase in union autonomy vis-a
vis the CTM and Ford management.

In other cases, the plant delegate system failed for reasons other
than the death or physical absence of the plant delegate. At Volks
wagen, the rapidly expanding work force and the union's growing po
litical and economic importance tempted the plant delegate to try to
wrest power from the CTM state federation leader and win personal
control over collecting and using union membership dues. In the ensu
ing struggle, a democratic reform group succeeded in winning office. In
the Nissan union, an opposition (but not anti-CTM) coalition succeeded
in holding union elections in 1971 in which the incumbent secretary
general-plant delegate was defeated. The state CTM federation leader
accepted this change because of the union leader's demonstrated inabil
ity to maintain control over the work force, but this turnover in union
leadership offered an opportunity for anti-CTM activists to develop a
political base within the union. In both cases, then, conflicts that chal
lenged elements of the established system of labor control offered inter
nal opposition groups (aided by Ortega Arenas or the FAT or both) the
opportunity to mobilize accumulated discontent among the rank and
file and take power. Victorious reformers then established more demo
cratic forms of union governance and broke ties with the CTM.

Although the specific circumstances surrounding the crisis of tra
ditional unionism in these five cases varied considerably, a pattern
emerges from this analysis of automobile workers' unions. The dra
matic increase in work-force size and the transformation in workplace
labor relations produced by the automobile industry's shift to manufac
turing in the 1960s and 1970s laid the basis for challenges to established
arrangements of labor control. When the plant delegate system was
seriously disrupted under substantially different workplace conditions,
rank-and-file challenges often followed quickly. The new labor-relations
context also precluded recreating labor relations arrangements based on
paternalism. It is particularly significant in this regard that newly
democratic automobile workers' unions moved swiftly to establish for
mal structures for resolving conflicts between labor and management.

The time between the breakdown of the plant delegate system
and internal challenges to incumbent union leaders was usually a mat
ter of weeks or months. Only in Auto-Mex-Chrysler did a longer period
of time elapse, and only in DINA did the challenge to established labor
controls and the CTM's presence occur before the rapid expansion of
automobile manufacturing activities. DINA had experienced substantial
growth in its labor force between 1955 and 1960, and a threatened plant
shutdown following abrogation of a licensing agreement with Fiat,
combined with major contract concessions to management in 1960,
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stimulated challenges by dissident workers to the incumbent union
leadership and CTM control.

Evidence concerning the three cases in which significant internal
challenges did not emerge during the 1960s and 1970s-General Motors
(Federal District), General Motors (Toluca), and YAM-further supports
the structural interpretation of union democratization presented here.
As previously noted, the General Motors (Federal District) union en
joyed both an established democratic tradition and substantial au
tonomy vis-a-vis the CROC. The growth of the General Motors labor
force occurred in the context of a democratically accountable union ex
ecutive committee and department-level union representatives actively
involved in resolving worker grievances. Although such procedures did
not exist in the General Motors plant in Toluca, the union's strong,
politically influential leadership and its close ties to the state-level met
alworkers' union and government authorities prevented the emergence
of a rank-and-file opposition movement. In the case of the VAM union,
several factors worked against the generalization of workplace griev
ances: an effective plant delegate, a sophisticated strategy of manage
ment paternalism, a comparatively small labor force, and an incentive
wage system (in which wage scales were tied to a complex set of pro
ductivity measures that rewarded workers in narrowly defined work
place units according to their own productivity achievements). 36

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE CHANGE

Union democratization in the automobile manufacturing indus
try yielded important consequences for workers.37 Union statutes were
substantially revised, or new ones were adopted, to address several
goals: to provide for regular election of union officers and their account
ability to members, to enhance procedural safeguards on workers'
union rights, to increase participation by the rank and file in general
assemblies, and to expand the general assembly's role in internal union
decision making. These reforms significantly expanded the opportuni
ties for participation in union affairs. Democratically elected union offi
cials also proved more aggressive in protecting workers' interests, both
in resolving individual and collective conflicts at the enterprise level
and in bringing grievance proceedings before such government agen
cies as the national social security administration and labor conciliation
and arbitration boards.

Moreover, automobile workers in democratic unions quickly won
greater control over the production process, especially union participa
tion in determining production rates and work force distribution within
a plant, equalizing wage categories, and establishing occupational
health and safety measures. They also secured more influence over pro-
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motion procedures and employment policies, including union partici
pation in elaborating the personnel hierarchy, deciding on workplace
promotions, and progressively reducing the number of temporary em
ployees in the work force. Democratic automobile workers' unions were
also more likely to strike than their "official" counterparts, although
their more assertive conduct in labor-management negotiations did not
always produce larger wage increases.

These developments significantly influenced management strate
gies in the new, export-oriented automobile plants constructed in the
early 1980s. Domestic demand for automobiles plummeted after the
onset of the economic crisis in 1982: sales of cars and trucks fell from a
record 561,200 vehicles in 1981 to 256,300 in 1986, a 54.3 percent de
cline.38 In response to changed domestic market conditions, the pro
gressive internationalization of automobile manufacturing, and govern
ment legislation promoting manufactured exports,39 several transna
tional firms established manufacturing facilities in central and northern
Mexico. Opening export-oriented plants in 1981 were Nissan (Aguasca
lientes), Chrysler (Ramos Arizpe), and General Motors (Ramos Arizpe);
their examples were soon followed by Ford (Chihuahua) in 1983, Re-
nault (Gomez Palacio) in 1985, and Ford (Hermosillo) in 1986. ,

These new sites were chosen mainly because of their geographi
cal proximity to the United States, the intended export market. But in
the cases of General Motors, Ford, Nissan, and Renault, company man
agement also sought to reverse the trend toward union control over key
aspects of the production process (production rates, work force distri
bution within a plant, and the use of temporary workers) that had pre-,
vailed in their older manufacturing plants in central Mexico. (Indeed,
construction of these new manufacturing facilities was accompanied by
a sustained management campaign to reverse the contract concessions
won by democratic unions in established automobile plants. Despite
vigorous union resistance, these efforts largely succeeded at DINA
Renault de Mexico between 1983 and 1986 and at Ford [Cuautithin] in
1987. Sustained union opposition defeated a similar initiative at Volks
wagen in 198~ however.)4o By hiring a new labor force in comparatively
low-wage areas, these companies also sought to lower wage costs and
reduce seniority-based fringe benefits. Workers in several of these re
cently established plants are organized in plant-level unions that are
legally separate from those in older manufacturing facilities and affili
ated with CTM state federations.

Automobile companies drew further on their experiences with
combative democratic unions in the 1970s in developing strategies for
industrial relations in the new export manufacturing plants. 41 For exam..:
pIe, Ford, General Motors, and Nissan management have attempted to
reduce worker alienation by organizing the labor force into small work
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teams and quality circles. Continuous employee training emphasizes
productivity, discipline, and punctuality as well as the technical skills
required in these technologically sophisticated plants. Internal promo
tion is based on satisfactory completion of training courses and experi
ence in diverse positions within a plant, rather than on simple se
niority. Labor contracts signed with CTM affiliates granted manage
ment great flexibility in assigning workers to meet changing production
requirements and substantially reduced the role of union representa
tives in resolving day-to-day grievances in the workplace. These kinds
of management strategies have not eliminated worker protests (strikes
for higher wages and improved working conditions broke out at all of
the Ford and General Motors northern nlanufacturing plants in the
1980s), but they have so far forestalled open rank-and-file challenges to
these labor relations arrangements.

The CTM has also applied the lessons of the 1960s and 1970s in
its approach to labor control in the recently established automobile
manufacturing plants. Local union advisors are often graduates of the
CTM's new leadership training school in Cuernavaca, where they re
ceived instruction in economics, labor law, negotiating strategies, and
the leadership skills required to manage a more educated labor force.
Union executive committees are selected in regularly held elections,
and in several instances, workers have actually ousted incumbent
union leaders. 42 Nevertheless, CTM union representatives maintain
tight control over wage and contract negotiations, and workers who
challenge CTM influence are quickly (and regularly) dismissed by com
pany management. The CTM's modified approach to labor relations in
these plants may not prevent the eventual triumph of democratic re
form movements, but these labor-control arrangements are likely to
withstand internal challenges much more effectively than the tradi
tional plant delegate system.

Whatever the course of future developments in this area, the
experience of democratic unionism in the automobile manufacturing
industry poses important questions regarding the prospects for broader
political change in Mexico. Opposition political forces on both the left
and the right must substantially expand their mass organizational bases
if they are to develop any effective national presence and push forward
the political liberalization process initiated in the late 1970s.43 Because
the PRJ's hegemonic position within the organized labor movement
constitutes a major obstacle to such efforts, one might assume that
democratic, "independent" automobile workers' unions offer a propi
tious opportunity for opposition parties to build support among the
organized working class. Leftist opposition groups have certainly made
sustained efforts to do so since the early 1970s, and some opposition

i elements have succeeded in establishing an organizational presence
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among automobile workers. But democratic unions inthe industry
haveoften beenreluctantto compromisetheir hard-wonorganizational
autonomyby establishingaffiliations with groupswhoseagendasmight
expose the unions topoliticalrisks.The most durablelinkagesofthis
kind have been tolocalor regional political organizationsdedicated
primarily to plant-levelactivities. Thus while union democratizationin
sectors such as the automobileindustry opens new opportunitiesfor
oppositionpolitical organization,no necessary relationshipexistsbe-
tween this process and more generalregime change.Lasting tiesbe-
tween democraticunionsandnationalpolitical partieswill emergeonly
asa result of long-term, politically sensitive organizationat the local
level.
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